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The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) method is popular and efficient for voice conversion (VC), but
it is often subject to overfitting. In this paper, the principal component regression (PCR) method is
adopted for the spectral mapping between source speech and target speech, and the numbers of principal
components are adjusted properly to prevent the overfitting. Then, in order to better model the nonlinear
relationships between the source speech and target speech, the kernel principal component regression
(KPCR) method is also proposed. Moreover, a KPCR combined with GMM method is further proposed
to improve the accuracy of conversion. In addition, the discontinuity and oversmoothing problems of the
traditional GMM method are also addressed. On the one hand, in order to solve the discontinuity problem,
the adaptive median filter is adopted to smooth the posterior probabilities. On the other hand, the two
mixture components with higher posterior probabilities for each frame are chosen for VC to reduce the
oversmoothing problem. Finally, the objective and subjective experiments are carried out, and the results
demonstrate that the proposed approach shows greatly better performance than the GMM method. In
the objective tests, the proposed method shows lower cepstral distances and higher identification rates
than the GMM method. While in the subjective tests, the proposed method obtains higher scores of
preference and perceptual quality.
Keywords: spectral mapping, overfitting, oversmoothing, discontinuity, kernel principal component regression.

1. Introduction
In text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis system, the personalized speech generation is one of the biggest challenges. Voice conversion (VC) can be seen as an efficient technique to solve this problem, which refers
to modifying the speech spoken by a source speaker
to be perceived as that spoken by a target speaker. It
also has many other realistic applications, such as identity disguise in secure communications, single channel
speech enhancement, and speech-to-speech translation
system, etc.
In the last two decades, many spectral mapping approaches have been proposed for VC. The vector quantization (VQ) method is first introduced for spectral
transformation (Abe et al., 1988), it can efficiently
map the space of the source speaker to that of the

target speaker. However, the transformation is performed in discrete spaces, it will lead to poor perceptual speech quality. The linear multivariate regression
method is also proposed to improve the VC performance (Valbret et al., 1992), although it can obtain better performance than VQ method, it still can
not achieve satisfactory results. The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) method is further proposed for VC
(Stylianou et al., 1998; Kain, Macon, 1998), the
results show that it can significantly outperform the
prior methods. There are also some other methods,
such as the artificial neural network (ANN) method
(Desai et al., 2010) and the support vector regression
(SVR) method (Song et al., 2011). The experimental results show that compared to the GMM method,
these methods can get comparable or even better performance.
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From the state-of-the-art references, the GMM
method is proven to be most prevalent and efficient,
and is chosen as the baseline method in the paper.
However, the GMM method has some main shortcomings. Firstly, if the spectral features are sparse and the
model is complex, the GMM always tends to overfitting, it has been proven that the GMM with a full covariance matrix is difficult to estimate and will lead to
overfitting (Mesbahi et al., 2007), and the partial least
squares regression (PLSR) approach (Helander et
al., 2010) is proposed to avoid this problem efficiently.
Secondly, it inevitably introduces the oversmoothing
problem, which is caused by the statistical averaging
of the model. A hybrid GMM and maximum a posterior (MAP) method (Chen et al., 2003) has been
proposed to solve this problem, and the global variance (GV) is considered to reduce this issue (Toda
et al., 2001). Thirdly, the traditional GMM method
deals with every frame independently regardless of the
adjacent frames, this will lead to discontinuities in
the converted spectral features and degrade the perceptual quality. Similar to the hidden Markov model
(HMM) based speech synthesis, the relationships between the static and dynamic features are considered
to obtain the optimal spectral trajectory (Toda et
al., 2005).
In this paper, we first propose a VC method based
on the principal component regression (PCR). The
numbers of principal components are adjusted to overcome the overfitting problem. In order to describe the
nonlinear mapping between the source speech and target speech, the kernel PCR (KPCR) method is proposed, and the combined KPCR and GMM method
is further presented to improve the VC performance.
Then, in order to solve the discontinuity problem, an
adaptive median filtering strategy, which is prevalent
in image processing, is adopted to smooth the posterior probabilities. Meanwhile, only the two mixture
components with higher posterior probabilities for each
frame are chosen to reduce the oversmoothing problem.
Finally, the objective and subjective experiments are
carried out. Compared to the baseline GMM method,
the proposed approach can efficiently avoid the overfitting problem when the number of training utterances
is limited. Meanwhile, the converted speech using the
proposed method shows better perceptual quality, and
is much closer to the target one.
The paper is organized as follows, Sec. 2 describes
the baseline GMM based VC method. Section 3 gives
the PCR and KPCR based VC methods, respectively,
and also presents the combined KPCR and GMM
method. The novel post-processing approaches using posterior probability information are proposed to
solve the discontinuity and oversmoothing problems
in Sec. 4. The experimental results are given and discussed in Sec. 5. Finally, Sec. 6 draws the conclusions
of this paper.

2. GMM based spectral mapping
In the GMM based VC method, the GMM is employed to model the augmented source and target spectral features. Let x and y denote the spectral sequences of source and target speakers, respectively,
where x = [x1 , x2 , ..., xN ] and y = [y1 , y2 , ..., yN ]
aligned by the dynamic feature warping (DTW) algo 
rithm. The distribution of the augmented features xy
can be seen as a mixture of M Gaussian components,
and the probability density function can be written as
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tively. Σxx
m , Σm , Σm and Σm are the blocks of covariance matrix of the m-th component. The unknown
parameters αm , µm and Σm can be estimated by the
expectation maximization (EM) algorithm.
The spectral mapping can be seen as a regression
problem. Let F ( ) denotes the conversion function, the
total squares error can be shown as
ε=
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Introducing the least squares estimation (LSE) algorithm, the unknown parameters can be computed, and
the conversion function can be represented as
F (xn ) = E(yn |xn )
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where pm (xn ) denotes the posterior probability of xn
belonging to the m-th component, and is given by
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3. Proposed spectral mapping using KPCR

3.2. KPCR based spectral mapping

3.1. PCR based Spectral mapping

In fact, the relationships between the spectral features of source speech and target speech are nonlinear,
so the KPCR algorithm is further proposed for the
spectral mapping. It have many advantages, such as it
can make a perfect nonlinear regression, shows better
mapping performance than the PCR method, and can
avoid the overfitting problem efficiently (Scholkopf
et al., 1997). Let φ(e
x) be a nonlinear mapping function from the lower feature space to the higher feature
en is thereby projected to be φ(e
space, so that x
xn ). AsN
P
suming
φ(e
xn ) = 0, the covariance matrix in the

When the training utterances are sparse and the
number of GMM components is large, the GMM based
VC always tends to overfitting. In the paper, a PCR
based VC method is proposed to solve this problem.
The PCR method is a linear regression, and the principal component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 1982) is
embedded to work for regression. It can efficiently overcome the multicollinearity and the overfitting problems.
Mathematically, given the spectral sequences of the
source and target speakers, x and y, respectively. By
subtracting the mean vectors µx and µy , we shall obe = [e
e2 , ..., x
eN ]T and
tain the zero-mean matrices x
x1 , x
T
e = [e
e2 , ..., y
eN ] , respectively. The n-th frames of
y
y1 , y
the spectral features take the forms as
en = xn − µx ,
x
µx =
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After choosing a suitable number of principal come are retained by
ponents, the important features of x
SK . Then, we perform a linear regression between SK
e,
and the target spectral feature sequence y
e = SK C + E,
y

(14)

The eigenvector ql can be obtained by a linear combination of φ(e
xn ), and given by
ql =

N
X

βl,n φ(e
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The projection onto eigenvector ql is given by
Bl = hql , φ(e
xj )i =
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where Λ = diag(λ1 , λ2 , ..., λK ) and QK = [q1 , q2 , ..., qK ]
with the K sorted eigenvalues as λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λK ,
and the associated eigenvectors q1 , q2 , ..., qK of the
matrix Σ. So the ordinary PCA projection is given by
eQK .
SK = x

N
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Performing the eigen-decomposition of the covariance
matrix Σ, we shall obtain
Λ = QT ΣQ,

Σ=

(7)

In order to perform PCA, the covariance matrix of the
source speech is calculated as given by
1 T
e x
e.
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ej ) is the kernel function, and l = 1, 2, ...,
where k(e
xn , x
L are the numbers of principal components. However,
in general, the projected data given by φ(e
x) does not
have zero mean, and it is too difficult to calculate the
mean values of φ(e
x). Employing the kernel function
can avoid directly working in the feature space. Denote
the kernel matrix K and the centralized kernel matrix
e respectively, and represented as
K,
h
i
e i,j = e
[K]i,j = [k(xi , xj )] ,
[K]
k(xi , xj ) . (17)
e is computed after centralizing the kernel
The K
function, and given by
e = K − IN K − KIN + IN KIN ,
K
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where C is the regressor, and E is the residual error.
Employing the LSE algorithm, the unknown parameter
C is given by

−1
e,
C = SK ST
ST
(12)
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where IN is a N × N matrix with every element taking
the value of 1/N . So the formula (16) can be modified as
N
X
ej ).
Bl =
βl,n e
k(e
xn , x
(19)

and it is necessary to turn to x for prediction, so the
conversion function can be written as

The KPCR is based on the analysis of KPCA, and
the regression function takes the form as follows

F (xn ) = (xn − µx )QK C + µy .

F (xn ) = BL w + µy ,

n=1

(13)

(20)
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where
BL =

N
X

βl,i K(e
xi , xn −µx )

i=1

and

−1 T
e.
w = (BL BT
BL y
L)

The optimal number of principal components is critical
for the KPCR method, and is chosen by a ten-fold
cross-validation in the paper.
3.3. Combining with GMM
From the state-of-the-art references, it is not possible to perfectly describe the relationships between
source and target speech using single regression function (Helander et al., 2010; Song et al., 2012). In this
paper, the KPCR method is further extended to combine with GMM. Similar to the forms of GMM based
VC function mentioned in Sec. 2, the regression function can be seen as a mixture of local regressions. In
the m-th mixture, the regression function is given by
Fm (xn ) = BL,m wm + µym ,
where BL,m =

N
P

(21)

and the other is the oversmoothing problem caused by
the statistical averaging of the model. In this section,
the two problems are analyzed and efficiently overcome
using the posterior probability information.
From the prior studies, it is well known that each
frame often obviously dominates one component of the
GMM (Helander et al., 2010). Table 1 gives the results obtained from the 1500 frames based on a GMM
with 8 components, we can easily find that most of
the frames have the maximum posterior probabilities
higher than 90%, and only a very few with the maximum posterior probabilities lower than 50%. So it can
be assumed that each frame belongs to single component of GMM, and it also has been proven that the
changes of posterior probabilities from one component
to another are rapid (Helander et al., 2010), which
will lead to the discontinuities in the converted speech,
and degrade the perceptual quality.
Table 1. Number of frames in different maximum posterior
probabilities.
Maximum posterior probability [%] Number of frames

βl,i k(xi − µx , xn − µxm ), and wm is

i=1

the regressor. So the global conversion function can be
calculated as shown
F (xn ) =

M
X

pm (xn )Fm (xn ),

90–100

1052

80–90

213

70–80

78

60–70

52

50–60

38

0–50

67

(22)

m=1

where pm (xn ) is the posterior probability as shown in
Eq. (5).
The kernel selection is also essential to the accuracy of spectral transformation. There are many kinds
of kernel functions, such as linear kernel, polynomial
kernel, Gaussian kernel, and wave kernel, etc. Among
which, the Gaussian kernel is simple and efficient, and
is chosen for spectral mapping, which takes the form as
!
2
kxi − xj k
k(xi , xj ) = exp −
,
(23)
2σ 2
where σ is the width of the Parzen window, and the
decent range is used to find its best value. In the paper, the σ is optimized as 0.6 also by a ten-fold crossvalidation.

4. Post-processing using posterior probability
The proposed method can be seen as an extension
of GMM method, and can efficiently avoid the overfitting problem. But it is well known that except the
overfitting problem, GMM method has another two
main shortcomings, one is the discontinuity problem
because of the frame-by-frame based transformation,

In this paper, in order to reduce the discontinuity problem, an adaptive median filtering approach
is adopted to smooth the posterior probabilities. The
adaptive median filtering is a prevalent and efficient algorithm in image processing, and can efficiently smooth the images while preserving the details
(Hwang, Haddad, 1995). Let W be the rectangle
moving window, and the initial length and maximum
length are set as 3 and 7, respectively. In each component of GMM, pcur is the posterior probability of
current frame, pmin , pmax and pmed are the minimum,
maximum and median values of the posterior probability in the window, respectively. The adaptive filtering
can be seen as a two level structure:
Level A:

A1 = pmed − pmin ,
A2 = pmed − pmax .

In Level A, if A1 > 0 and A2 < 0, then go to level B.
Or increase the length of W and repeat level A. If the
length exceeds the maximum, then pcur is the output.
Level B:

B1 = pcur − pmin ,
B2 = pcur − pmax .

In level B, if B1 > 0 and B2 < 0, then pcur is the
output, or pmed is chosen as the output.
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Meanwhile, the statistical averaging of GMM will
introduce the oversmoothing problem, and smoothing
the posterior probabilities by adaptive median filtering will also aggravate this issue to some extent, although it can efficiently decrease the discontinuities.
As mentioned above, in most cases, each frame dominates one component of GMM. So a new approach is
proposed, to each frame, the mixture component with
highest posterior probability is chosen, and the local
regression in this component is adopted to replace the
global transformation. Theoretically, it can efficiently
solve the oversmoothing problem. Meanwhile, it can
be also observed that after adaptive smoothing, there
are always two higher posterior probabilities to each
frame in many cases, especially when the highest posterior probabilities of the adjacent frames belong to the
different mixture components. So a top-two selection
strategy is further proposed, in which, after adaptive
smoothing, the mixture components with two higher
posterior probabilities are chosen, and the two probabilities are normalized so that they sum to a unity.
The transformation function can be modified as
F (xn ) =

2
X

pm Fm (xn ),

5.1. Objective evaluation
The MCD is a common method to evaluate the objective performance of VC. It measures the cepstral distance between the converted speech and target speech,
and the formula can be computed as follows
v
u D
u X
(25)
(mccj − mctj )2 ,
MCD = 10/ log 10t2
j=1

where mccj and mctj are the i-th coefficients of converted and target MCEPs, respectively, and D is the
dimension of MCEPs.
Figures 1 to 4 give the average MCD results of different methods, it should be noted that a lower MCD
value means a better VC performance. We can observe
that when the numbers of principal components are adjusted properly, the proposed method can show greatly
better performance than the baseline GMM method.

(24)

m=1

where pm is the normalized posterior probability,
2
P
which satisfies
pm = 1.
m=1

5. Experiments
We perform the experiments on CMU ARCTIC
corpus. Two male and two female speakers are chosen. 25 parallel utterances of each speaker are prepared for the experiments, in which, 15 utterances
(about 5 minutes) are used for training, while the others are used for testing. The 30-order Mel-cepstral coefficients (MCEPs) and their ∆ and ∆2 features (totally 90th order) are chosen to represent the spectral
features (Toda et al., 2005). Four kinds of VC methods are compared, they are the baseline GMM method
(GMM), the PCR method (PCR), the KPCR method
(KPCR), and the combined KPCR and GMM method
with post-processing (GKPCR). Meanwhile, four types
of VC strategies are adopted, including male-to-male
transformation (M-M), male-to-female transformation
(M-F), female-to-female transformation (F-F), and
female-to-male transformation (F-M). The objective
and subjective experiments are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, respectively. The Mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) and speaker
identification system are chosen for the objective evaluation, while the ABX test and MOS test are used
for the subjective evaluation. The number of GMM is
set as 16. The number of principal components is optimized as 40, and 8 experienced people are employed
for the listening tests.
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Fig. 1. MCD of M-M.

Fig. 2. MCD of M-F.

Fig. 3. MCD of F-F.
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In the F-F VC, when the numbers of principal components are 40 and 60, respectively, the proposed method
shows a little better performance. While in other cases,
the proposed method is superior to the other methods.

is closer to X. Figure 5 summarizes the overall performance of different VC methods, and the results
confirms the conclusions of objective tests. It can be
found that the proposed GKPCR method shows significantly better preference than the baseline GMM
method (With probability of 90%). Meanwhile, compared to the PCR method and KPCR method, the
proposed method also shows obvious superiority.

Fig. 4. MCD of F-M.

The GMM based speaker identification system
(Reynolds et al., 2000) is also adopted for the objective evaluation of VC. Let λS and λT be the trained
speaker models of source and target speakers, respectively, the performance measure θST is given by
θST = log P (O|λT ) − log P (O|λS ),

(26)

where O is the observed sequence of spectral features,
the average recognition results are summarized in Table 2. It can be found that before conversion all the
values of θST are minus, which demonstrates that the
speech is recognized as the source speech, and after
conversion the values will become plus, which indicates that the converted speech is recognized as the
target one. It can be also observed that in all cases,
the converted speech is more likely to be recognized
as the target one. Compared to other methods, the
proposed GKPCR method can efficiently increase the
values of θST .

Fig. 5. Results of ABX test.

The MOS test is also performed to evaluate the
perceptual quality of the converted speech. The converted utterances using different methods are shown
to the listeners, who are asked to rate the converted
speech using a 5-point score from 1 “bad” to 5 “excellent”. The average scores of different methods are
summarized in Table 3. The mean score and standard
deviation (SD) are given, respectively, and the confidence interval is set as 95%. We can easily find that
the proposed GKPCR method greatly outperforms the
baseline GMM method and other methods, with higher
mean scores and lower SD.
Table 3. Results of perceptual quality evaluation.
GMM

PCR

KPCR

GKPCR

Mean score

3.72

3.79

3.83

4.09

SD

0.51

0.48

0.47

0.42

Table 2. Results of the speaker identification.

6. Conclusions

θST
Strategy

Before
conversion GMM

After conversion
PCR

KPCR GKPCR

M-M

−4.53

+3.25 +3.31

+3.34

+3.36

M-F

−5.16

+3.01 +3.08

+3.09

+3.12

F-F

−4.02

+3.51 +3.55

+3.58

+3.63

F-M

−5.41

+3.14 +3.26

+3.27

+3.34

5.2. Subjective evaluation
The ABX test is carried out for the similarity between converted and target speech. In this method, A
and B are the converted speech using GKPCR method
and other methods, respectively. X is the target speech.
The listeners are asked to choose whether A or B

In this paper, a novel spectral mapping method using KPCR is proposed for VC. The proposed KPCR
method can efficiently solve the overfitting problem,
and also perfectly describe the nonlinear relationships between the source speech and target speech.
To further improve the VC performance, the combined
KPCR and GMM method is proposed. The discontinuity and oversmoothing problems of traditional GMM
method are also analyzed, and can be efficiently overcome by adopting the novel post-processing strategies
using posterior probability information. The adaptive
median filter is employed to reduce the discontinuities,
while a top-two selection strategy is proposed to solve
the oversmoothing. Experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed method greatly outperforms the traditional GMM method.
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